PRISMA-ScR
ITEM 12: CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF INDIVIDUAL SOURCES OF EVIDENCE

If done, provide a rationale for conducting a critical appraisal of included
sources of evidence; describe the methods used and how this information was
used in any data synthesis (if appropriate).

Tips for reporting this item:
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Perform this step if it is relevant to the scoping review
objectives
Provide an explanation or rationale for how the appraisal
aligns with review objectives
Describe the methodological approach employed,
including tools used, process followed, number of
reviewers, and reviewer calibration process
Describe how the findings from this step were used

Example:
“…an in-depth assessment of the conduct of the knowledge
synthesis approaches underlying the NMA [network metaanalysis] is lacking. As such, we aimed to explore the
characteristics and methodological quality of knowledge
synthesis approaches of NMAs. We also aimed to assess the
statistical methods applied using the Analysis subdomain of the
ISPOR checklist.… The quality of the knowledge synthesis
methods was appraised using the AMSTAR tool. The AMSTAR
tool was created and validated to assess the methodological
quality of systematic reviews of RCTs. The tool measures overall
quality, where a score of 8 or higher is considered high quality, 4
to 7 is moderate quality, and 0 to 3 is low quality. Information for
quality assessment was incorporated into the data extraction
form, which was pilot-tested on a random sample of seven
included articles that ranged from low to high quality.”
Zarin W, Veroniki AA, Nincic V, Vafaei A, Reynen E, Motiwala SS. et al. Characteristics and
knowledge synthesis approach for 456 network meta-analyses: a scoping review. BMC Med.
2017; 15:3 [PMID: 28052774] doi: 10.1186/s12916-016-0764-6
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More resources are available here. You can provide feedback here.
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